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She's a tomboy. He's the boy next door.

With three older brothers, Charlotte Reynolds, aka Charlie, has always been more
comfortable calling the shots on a basketball court than flirting with the opposite
sex. So when her police officer dad demands she get a summer job to pay for the
latest in a long line of speeding tickets, she's more than a little surprised to find
herself working at a chichi boutique and going out with a boy who has never seen
her tear it up in a pickup game. Charlie seeks late-night refuge in her backyard,
talking out her problems with her neighbor and honorary fourth brother, Braden,
sitting back-to-back against the fence that separates them. Braden may know her
better than anyone. But there's a secret Charlie's keeping that even he hasn't
figured out—she's fallen for him. Hard. She knows what it means to go for the
win, but if spilling her secret means losing him for good, the stakes just got too
high.

On the Fence is a sweet and satisfying read about finding yourself and finding
love where you least expect it.
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She's a tomboy. He's the boy next door.

With three older brothers, Charlotte Reynolds, aka Charlie, has always been more comfortable calling the
shots on a basketball court than flirting with the opposite sex. So when her police officer dad demands she
get a summer job to pay for the latest in a long line of speeding tickets, she's more than a little surprised to
find herself working at a chichi boutique and going out with a boy who has never seen her tear it up in a
pickup game. Charlie seeks late-night refuge in her backyard, talking out her problems with her neighbor and
honorary fourth brother, Braden, sitting back-to-back against the fence that separates them. Braden may
know her better than anyone. But there's a secret Charlie's keeping that even he hasn't figured out—she's
fallen for him. Hard. She knows what it means to go for the win, but if spilling her secret means losing him
for good, the stakes just got too high.

On the Fence is a sweet and satisfying read about finding yourself and finding love where you least expect it.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 8 Up—West crafts a beautiful story that will hook lovers of contemporary teen romance. Ever since her
mom died, Charlie, a 16-year-old tomboy who loves all things sports, spends most of her time playing pick-
up games with her three brothers and next-door neighbor Braden. But when Charlie's dad makes her get a job
to pay off a speeding ticket, she lands a job at a clothing store where she must model make-up and be more
feminine than she's ever cared to be. Soon she's in over her head with lies—lying to her dad, her boss, and a
cute boy who's never seen the tomboy side of her. The only thing that saves her are her late night fence chats
with Braden, who she is slowly beginning to fall in love with but can't risk losing. This tale is eloquently
written and goes deeper than most teen romances dare to go. For fans of Susane Colasanti and Stephanie
Perkins.—Candyce Pruitt-Goddard, Hartford Public Library, CT

Review
Praise for THE DISTANCE BETWEEN US: “THE DISTANCE BETWEEN US shines! This book is rich
with sparkling dialogue, clever wit and sweet romance.” (Daisy Whitney, author of THE MOCKINGBIRDS
and WHEN YOU WERE HERE)

“An antidote to dystopian and post–apocalyptic fiction, this Cinderella story is sweet and hopeful.” (Kirkus
Reviews)

The charming story is beautifully written, and the characters are well developed. West’s novel is sweet and
captivating. (School Library Journal)

Praise for PIVOT POINT “An expertly plotted, deliciously clever story.” (Kiersten White, NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author of PARANORMALCY)

“PIVOT POINT is at once tense and romantic, challenging and engaging. It’s a truly remarkable debut.”
(Robison Wells, author of VARIANT)

“West’s premise is a winner, and Addie is the kind of heroine readers would want as a best friend—loyal,
unpretentious, and thoughtful.…What truly makes West’s story memorable, however, is Addie’s wry
humor…and the book’s fascinating exploration of how life can change with one simple choice.” (Publishers
Weekly (starred review))

“West’s debut showcases riveting storytelling.” (Kirkus Reviews)

“With superb storytelling, a masterful blend of paranormal and normal, a helping of wit and humor, and a
mouthwatering romance, PIVOT POINT is one of the most delicious books I’ve read.” (Elana Johnson,
author of POSSESSION)

“West has created an intricately woven story of two possible futures. This debut novel…is a welcome
change.” (School Library Journal)

From the Back Cover

FOR sixteen-year-old Charlotte Reynolds, aka Charlie, being raised by a single dad and three older brothers
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has its perks. She can outrun, outscore, and outwit every boy she knows—including her longtime neighbor
and honorary fourth brother, Braden. But when it comes to being a girl, Charlie doesn't know the first thing
about anything. So when she starts working at a chichi boutique to pay off a speeding ticket, she finds herself
in a strange new world of makeup, lacy skirts, and BeDazzlers. Even stranger, she's spending time with a boy
who has never seen her tear it up in a pickup game.

To cope with the stress of faking her way through this new reality, Charlie seeks late-night refuge in her
backyard, talking out her problems with Braden by the fence that separates them. But their Fence Chats can't
solve Charlie's biggest problem: she's falling for Braden. Hard. She knows what it means to go for the win,
but if spilling her secret means losing him for good, the stakes just got too high.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Doris Geer:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or even goal; it means that
publication has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They
are reading whatever they consider because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person
who don't like studying a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book whenever they found difficult
problem or perhaps exercise. Well, probably you will require this On the Fence.

Clara Reece:

As people who live in often the modest era should be revise about what going on or details even knowledge
to make these keep up with the era which can be always change and move forward. Some of you maybe will
certainly update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to an
individual is you don't know what kind you should start with. This On the Fence is our recommendation to
help you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this era.

Joshua Smith:

The knowledge that you get from On the Fence is the more deep you searching the information that hide
inside the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
recognise but On the Fence giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in
a number of way that can be understood by anyone who read the item because the author of this e-book is
well-known enough. This kind of book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. It is
therefore easy to understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We
highly recommend you for having this particular On the Fence instantly.

Donald Fujita:

This On the Fence tend to be reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
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explanation of this On the Fence can be one of many great books you must have is actually giving you more
than just simple examining food but feed you actually with information that might be will shock your
preceding knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your
conditions in e-book and printed types. Beside that this On the Fence giving you an enormous of experience
such as rich vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day
exercise. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.
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